
LED Installation Guide 
TOWER BRIDGE



Detached the chains from the tower 

Separate the road with chain from the towers 



Chain lights 



Separate the parts for white top chains 

Put the white parts on the blue light plates 



Replace the 1x2 white plates with the white light parts 

 

Note that 1x4 plate ended without wire 

 

Under bridge lights and round the tower lights 

 

 



Remove the road plate under the tower and drawbridge 

 

Pass the grey 1x6 light plates to the side 

 

Remove the road plates from the side section 

 

 



Install the grey 1x6 light plate under the road plates 

 

Put the road plates back to the side section and attach it to tower 

 

Pass the grey 1x4 light plates to the drawbridge  

 

 



Install the grey 1x4 light plate under the road plates 

Put the road plates (with 1x4 light plates installed) back to drawbridge 

Install the tan light parts on round the tower 



 

 

 



Put the road plate back to cover the wires 

Top of the tower 



 

 

Push up the white stick to loosen the parts on the side 

 



 

Remove 2 small towers on the side 

 

Remove part of the wall 

 

 

 



Connect the chains back to the side section 

Put the USB plug of chain lights in the tower and take it out from the hole on the ground 



Connect the white top chain to the tower 

Separate the wall 



Connect the blue top chain to the tower 

 

Put the wall and 2 small towers back 

 

 

 

 



Tower lights 

2 white 1x6 lights on top 



3 white 1 x 8 lights in the bottom 

Pass the USB plug of chain lights through the hole on the ground 



Fix the wires outside the hole, repeat all the steps for the other side 

Walkway lights 



Install 3 light plates on each walkway with USB plug close to the others 

Remove the vertical parts beneath the wire 







Use the USB connector to group all USB plugs together on one side 

Plug in and done! 




